DIGITAL FORENSICS
tailored exclusively for
your needs

e-learning

WHY US ?
Our vast experience working
on a variety of different
criminal cases, allowed us to
understand needs for specific
additional education and
improvement of knowledge
and skills.

1 Digital forensics courses
Intended for judges, lawyers,
prosecutors and IT professionals.

2 Courses design
Full text reading
Quiz after each chapter
Case study final exam
Official certificate

GET IN TOUCH
training@insig2.com
www.insig2.com
www.elearningzyberglobal.com

e-learning site
insig2-and-zyberglobal.learnworlds.com

3 Main focus
Understanding the basics of
digital forensic investigations and
digital evidence, legal aspects of
digital evidence, understanding
final reports, and how to present
the evidence in the court of law.

ABOUT US

INsig2 is specialized in digital
forensics solutions and services.
We provide a wide range of
services, from consulting and
education to equipping laboratories
and conducting investigations,
always keeping up with the latest
technologies.

The Zyber Global Centre is an independent
cybercrime,
cybersecurity,
digital
evidence, leadership and business
consultancy that comprises of an
extensive team of renown international
expert consultants who have worked all
over the world with various international
organisations.

OUR COURSES
Fundamentals of Digital Forensics for
Lawyers and Judges

Digital Forensics for Lawyers and
Judges-Intermediate Level

This course is intended for lawyers, judges
and public prosecutors in order to help them
understand the basics of digital forensic.

This course is intended for lawyers, judges
and public prosecutors in order to help them
understand the forensic value of evidence
from different digital sources.

llegal aspects of the evidence seizure linlab processing ldifferent types of evidence
lextracted data lgenerating reports from
different tools lexporting evidence to be
presented in the court lcourt testimonies.

ldeeper aspects of computer, mobile,
network, and cloud forensics ltypes of
evidence and their forensic value lacquiring
digital evidence lforensic solutions and
challenges

Cryptocurrencies and Dark Web for
Lawyers and Judges

Basic Digital Forensics for IT
Professionals

This course is intended for lawyers, judges
and public prosecutors in order to help them
understand the basics of cryptocurrencies
and Dark Web.

This course is intended for IT professionals
in order to help them understand the basics
of digital forensic and its implications in a
corporate environment.

ldifference between Deep and Dark Web
lbasics of Dark Web l Tor browser functions
lfundamentals
of
cryptocurrencies,
blockchain technology,
and
mining
lcryptocurrencies wallets

ldigital evidence identification and seizure
lon-site triage lin lab processing and
in-depth explanation of different types of
evidence lextracted data lgenerating
reports from different tools

